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1. Can a Statistician Deliver?

"Can a statistician deliver?" by Platek and Särndal is one of the important recent articles on the activities of national statistical institutes (NSIs). Their discussion covers many questions, including statistics disseminated by national statistical institutes, quality concepts associated with statistics, the categories of statisticians working in an NSI, their varying views on quality aspects, the users' assumed needs for information about the statistics they receive/use, design and process characteristics, and the total survey error model. Their main conclusions are: There is no consensus about the quality concept, a comprehensive theory of statistical surveys does not exist and is not in sight, and the statisticians do not deliver satisfactory information about the statistics.

Can the statistician deliver? The authors answer honestly: "We have no complete answer." The excellent article by Platek and Särndal with all the questions raised deserves discussion and comments. Based on my personal background and interests, I have selected only a few questions for discussion and suggest the addition of a few others.

2. Who Are the Users of Statistics?

Platek and Särndal ask: "Who is the statistician?" and point out a number of different categories of specialists working in a modern NSI. Each category have often their own perception of the aim of the statistical production, but the overall justification for preparing statistics must of course be that external needs for the statistical information exist.

Without a need for statistics, there would be no external users and no justification for producing statistics. But who are these users and what are their needs? Traditionally, they were civil servants with needs for statistics to solve their respective public tasks. Later appeared representatives of local authorities with similar needs, but for different regions. It was easy for the statistician to communicate with the relatively few users. Funds were often granted directly connected to these needs, and it was assumed that the NSI prepared the statistics as well as possible within the budget and according to deadlines.

Today, the composition of users is different. Statistics are still used as an important basis for decisions in public affairs. In addition, statistics have a number of users within research, commercial firms, education, media organizations, and among individual citizens, all with different needs. The users probably have more varied views on statistics than the statisticians within an NSI. By means of modern information technology (IT),
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more and more users are becoming aware of official statistics as a valuable source of information. For instance, as a consequence of the increasing popularity of the Internet and free access to the Swedish Statistical Databases (SSD), the number of registered users of the SSD increased from the end of 1999 to the end of August 2000 by almost 300 per cent, and the users were mainly private companies and individuals.

*Does the statistician know the users of his or her statistics?* Probably not well enough. Only the most advanced NSIs have established marketing sections with responsibility for collecting and analyzing information about the users. Until recently, most statisticians seemed to lose interest in their statistics when the statistics were finished and left their professional process or were disseminated in statistical publications.

*Is it now time to allocate more resources in the NSI for research on the composition of existing and potential users of official statistics?*

### 3. What Kind of Statistical Data Are Needed?

Until recently, most of the statistics were designed according to international statistical standard concepts and methods for data collection, processing and publication – and perhaps they still are. These standards were created by cooperation between a few important users and the statisticians themselves. The great advantage of these standards is of course that they promote comparability in statistics from one year to another and among different countries.

But since we only vaguely know the emerging user population, *can we be certain that these standards reflect relevant concepts for the majority of statistical users? Why do more advanced users now start asking for microdata to process themselves instead of buying the standard publications and tables of their NSI? Why are the statistical databases such as SSD and the accompanying programs such as PC-AXIS becoming so popular?*

IT has contributed to globalization, erased some of the obstacles of geographic distances, increased accessibility to data and improved users’ ability to process and analyze the data on their own desks according to their own needs. Only a decade ago, few users accessed other NSIs than that of their own country to obtain statistical information for their decisions concerning international affairs. IT has made foreign NSIs and International Statistical Agencies (ISAs) important data sources for many users. New and needed data sets from multiple sources related to global tasks are becoming as easily accessible on the World Wide Web (www) for the users as the NSI of their own country.

As discussed above, IT has also made statistical databases with microdata and low-level statistics easily accessible for the users to process themselves into the statistical aggregates and numerical models they need to solve their particular problems. These kinds of statistical data were previously demanded mainly by a small group of researchers, but have now become requested also by private companies to get answers to current and future problems. *Will the relative demand for statistical microdata continue to increase and will the traditional statistical publications play the role of statistical catalogues? Is the statistician prepared for this kind of delivery?*

Data recordings of communications with users in the form of access and database logs are available in NSIs, which offer their data on www. *Can the statisticians perhaps learn*
about and prepare themselves for his or her electronic future by systematic analysis of these logs?

4. What Is Quality of Statistics?

The main theme in the article by Platek and Särndal is quality. Measures of quality have been important as a goal for the statistician to establish and provide as a guide for users who want to evaluate the usefulness of the statistics for their purposes. In “Can a statistician deliver?” it is pointed out that the perception of quality of statistics varies from one NSI to another, among categories of statisticians within the same agency and probably also within the same category over time. I believe that the perception of quality probably varies even more among the users.

Platek and Särndal observe that the accuracy and the associated total error are vital aspects of the quality concept, but that this quality aspect is particularly difficult to measure. For this reason, the NSIs in their information about the statistical products frequently focus on other quality aspects such as timeliness. The authors indicate as an explanation that the editing operation is a neglected area from a theoretical point of view, without many interactions with the sampling error specialists and their mathematical tradition.

Interaction between the editing and the sampling specialists is not strong, but the academic interest in editing and imputation has fortunately increased during the last decade. For a number of years, UN/ECE has organized workshops for data editing, and these workshops have also attracted an increasing number of theoreticians. In the year 2000 a large research project on editing and imputation, EUREDIT, with financial support from the IST Program of the European Union, started. This project has partners from NSIs and private research companies as well as from Statistical Departments and Computer Science Departments of several universities in Europe. The results of this and similar projects will hopefully contribute to development of a theory of editing, to its integration with the theories of other statistical processes and to a stronger interest in exposing the accuracy component of quality by the NSIs.

It is also interesting to note that the process of editing, the purpose of which is to improve accuracy in statistical data, is by no way neglected by the NSIs. International studies indicate that in a typical statistical survey, up to 40 percent of the budget may be spent on editing.

Quality is one of many survey design and process characteristics useful for both statisticians and users. Many of the problems discussed by Platek and Särndal can be extended to the general class of metadata. Some NSIs are already building up special metadata systems to be able to provide their own survey designers and external users with useful information about the design and processes on which published statistics are based.

Is one way to extend the interest of the sampling specialist to nonsampling errors to revive the total error model concept in academic teaching?

5. Can the Statistician Declare the Quality of His or Her Statistics?

Statisticians and users agree that statistics must be disseminated with some kind of
accompanying metadata. Many NSIs have had quality declarations as a goal for decades. But as explained by Platek and Särndal, there is no consensus about this concept and how the measure should be published.

The authors are worried about the tendency in NSIs to focus on the less complicated quality characteristics such as timeliness, relevance, and accessibility, leaving the more difficult accuracy component in the background when publicizing their products. In contrast to accuracy, the three first mentioned characteristics do not represent any difficult measuring or declaration problems. I would like to second Platek and Särndal in their worries about the missing attention to objective accuracy measures because I believe that the group of users wanting to use an accuracy measure to choose among alternative data information will increase in the future.

The relative importance of the different quality components varies among the user categories. If the users prefer rapid but less accurate statistics they should get what they demand. It must still be the responsibility of the NSI to inform the users about the price in lost accuracy paid for rapid results. Imagine the users of statistics from a decennial census with highly accurate figures as to the state of affairs at the census date. Assuming the uses are about evenly distributed over the decade, they have on average to rely on statistics more than five years old. Some may prefer less accurate statistics reflecting the situation at the census date if they can get updated statistics every five years. Obviously, users, who have access to statistics the accuracy of which is declared but who find the statistics irrelevant, may prefer more relevant statistics without quality declarations because, as Platek and Särndal point out, they trust that an NSI will not release useless statistics.

Has the time come for the NSIs to use their own tools for active collection and analysis of more data about the statistical users’ views on which quality component measurements are important to them?

6. Can the Statistician Compete?

These comments started by the question ‘‘Who are the users?’’ The information processing and communication tools have developed extremely fast during the last 10-20 years and the trend promises further advance. In some industrialized countries more than half of the population had access to the Internet at the beginning of the 21st century. Predictions indicate that in 5-10 years, 15-20 per cent of the total world population will have access to it. So far, access has been limited to communication hardware getting power regularly from a plug-in power source and being connected directly by cables to the communication nets. Tomorrow, the use of mobile, cordless computers and telephones powered by solar energy will be common. The application potential will increase significantly.

Information exchange and intensive knowledge use seem to become necessary requirements for further development. Statistics are a special kind of compact information useful for an endless set of decisions. As such, statistical information will be demanded, evaluated and assessed as an economic object and attract the interest of the business community. So far, statistical information production has mainly attracted opinion survey operators, but it must be expected that in few years commercial operators will appear as processors
and providers of statistical information in competition with the NSI. *If the new providers are able to offer more timely, relevant, accessible and/or accurate statistical information than the NSI’s, can the statistician in an NSI compete?*

The comparative advantages of the NSIs are their present access to administrative data registers, compulsory collection of survey data and ability to offer statistical information as a free public service. In some countries, the NSIs have developed techniques for using these data treasures in their data production. *Will the statisticians in NSIs be able to maintain their monopolies of the valuable data sources or, with the trend toward privatization, must they be prepared to share these access privileges with other operators? Can we expect that the official statistics will continue to be regarded as a free public commodity in the future?*

7. **Can the Statistician Navigate His or Her Statistical Production?**

I do not intend to offend friends in the NSIs by this question, but to ask *if the statistician has the necessary information about the users’ needs to know the “destination” of his or her activities?* Without knowing the users’ needs, the statisticians will not be able to decide in which direction they should aim when designing the surveys.

*Does the statistician have the necessary metadata about the statistical processes within his or her organization to design a cost-effective survey? Does the statistician have the tools to guide him or her in selecting important metadata, and to use the information on statistical needs and metadata for improving the statistical products by allocating his or her limited resources among different surveys in an efficient way?*

In my opinion, the most important statement in the article by Platek and Särndal is *that no general theory of statistical production exists*, not even a framework for such a theory. The theory required is not simply a new statistical theory but a synthesis of elements from statistical theory, economic theory, social sciences, psychology and management theory. The authors conclude that a complete theory is not even in sight. *Is it now time for initiating work toward a comprehensive theory for the production of official statistics? How can it be done? Who can do it?*

8. **Final Remark**

These comments started with a praise of *“Can a statistician deliver?”* In conclusion, I would like to express my thanks to Platek and Särndal and to the editor of JOS who gave me the opportunity to reflect about these questions related to official statistics. I am convinced the the article will generate discussions far beyond this issue of JOS. Statisticians should be looking forward to reading the discussion.

As a final remark, I would like to join Platek and Särndal in repeating that the overall most important problem is the lack of a general theory for statistical production. *Without guidance from a complete theory, the statistician of an NSI will have difficulty navigating his or her statistical activities successfully into the future information society.*
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